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DTTRODUCTION .AND REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
I. TEI!IORETICAL BACKGROUND 
There are many theo.ries of schizophrenia. Some of 
these ~pbasize the role of physiological and biochemical 
~actors in the etiology of the disorder. This approach is 
l 2 
well illustrated in the writings of Kraepelin, Kretschmer 
.3 
and Cobb. This paper is not directly concerned with 
hypotheses of this kind. 
There are other tneories whieh stress the role o~ 
psychological factors in the etiology, symptomatology and 
therapy of schizophrenia. One of the assttmptions common 
to these tneories is that experiential and learning factors 
play a significant role in the development and expression 
o~ s ehizophrenic disorders. 
There are several hypotheses as to what these 
factors are, how they interact and what effects they pro-
dWle. This experiment is an attempt to .test some of these 
hypotb.e ses. 
1Thorpe and B. Katz 1 The Psychology o~ Abnormal 
Behavior (New York: The Ronald Press Co., 1948}, p. 614. 
2· -R. Doreus and G. Shaffer, Textbook of Abnormal 
Psrcholog7 (Baltimore: The Williams. and Wilkins Oo., 1950), 
p. 4o9. 
3 ~ •• p. 410. 
-1-
2 
One frequent1y enco~ters in the literature the 
assumption that fr~stration, or stress, is crucial to the 
development of schizophrenic behavior. Although there are 
nwmerous variations on this theme, tme basic h~othesis is 
common to a wide variety of theories. Shakow, for ex~ple, 
approaches it in the following way. He states that an exam-
ination of many varieties of conduct in which the schizo-
phrenics t pe:ttformance is inferior to tb.a t of nomm.als will 
show that they appear to involve a single but complex type 
of difficulty; namely, the inability to keep a major set. 
Shakow cites support :for this by referring to experiments 
in which a perseverative minor set (continuing responses to 
a d1sru.pt1ve stimulus which was no longer present) replaced 
the major set (directions to follow experimental procedures). 
He adds that the inability to keep a major set is a secondary 
result of a positive characteristic: a primary need to 
establish minor sets, to segmentalize the internal and 
external enviromnent. Shakow believes that the reason for 
doing this is to attain satisfaction of.fundamental needs 
which have not been satisfied in the ordinary course of 
events as thez have been in the normal person. {Italics 
mine.) Thus, this inability to maintain a major set 
actually consists of a :failure to shift from a minor set·; 
and the whole process seems to have its roots in frustration. 
In :fact, Shakow and Huston have described schizophrenia a~ 
lin. Sbakow, "Some Psychological Feat~es of Schizo-
phrenia,n Feelings and ~otions, ed. M. Re~ert (New York: 
McGraw-Hill Book Oo., 1950), PP• 384-385. 
-Hoskins believes that schizophrenia is a reaction 
7 
to a particular kind of failure: 
"It can be said· that dementia praecox is a 
defensive reaction in a sensitive human being to 
a feeling of failure. It results from an inability 
to meet one t s personal standards. Fundamental. to 
the psychosis.is an 1nto1erable loss of self respect. 
The psychosis is a proteo'ttve reaction in a sensitive 
sttbjec~ to a sense of pehenal failure to meet his 
own standards." 
3 
There is also the view that only in certain patients 
is schizophrenia a frustration reaction. Nielson and 
8 
!fhompson state: 
"We do not imply that all frustration reactions are 
schizoid; or that all mild eases of schizophrenia 
5p. Ruston and D. Sbakow, •Learning Capaei~ in 
Schizopbrenia,tt American Journal. o:f.Ps:ychiatr:y, 1.05 (July-
June, 1948-1949), 881. 
'shakow, P• 384. 
7R. Hoskins, •Dementia Praecox, a Simplified 
Formulation,n Journal. of the American Medical Association, 
96 {1931) 1 1210. · . 
SJ• Nielson and G. Thompson nscbizophrenic 
Syndromes as Frustration Reactions,lt American Journal e:t 
Psychiatry, 104 (June, 1948), 771 •. 
are frustration reactions. But we believe that 
there is a group of patients in which schizo-
phrenic symptoms are merely the response to 
fru.stration. 01 
This notion is not entir.ely inconsistent with psy-
9 
choanalytic theory-. Fread himself wrote: 
ttrn psyehoses, however, the turning away from 
reality is bro 11ght about in two ways; either 
because the repressed unconscious is too strong, 
so that it overwhelms the conscious which tries 
to cling on to reality" or becattae reality ha.§ 
become so unbearably painful that the threatened 
ego, in a dis~!rin~ ~esture o:f oppositiont 
throws itseit~ntohe ar.ms of the anconsc oas 
impUlses." (Italics mine.} · 
The rewards of schizophrenia, in contrast to the 
frustrations o:f reality, are mentioned by the analyst 
10 
Hinsie: 
nMental disorders are purposeful. The asocial 
individual who cannot create friends in reality 
can be on intimate speaking terms with the cos-
mos in fantasy. ---The schizoid, becoming schizo-
phrenic, does with the whole world what he did in 
infancy, namely, he controls all with a wish. 
1!~--The shy person, who has intense :feelings of 
inf'eriority1 achieves omnipotence throllgb. schizo-phrenia. 
Among the great rewards that lure the schizoid 
individual into sehizopbrenia is unlimited 
s exllali ty." . . 
4 
Usually the logical implications ot treating frus-
tration as a major factor in the acquisition ot schizophrenic 
9s. Fread, New Introductor Lectures (N'ew York: W. w. lfor on.and co., Inc .. , 
10 -L. Hlnsie, "Schizophrenias," Psychoanalysis Todaz, 
ed. s. Lorand (New York: International Universities Press~ 
1944}, P• 276. 
behavior are not f~lly elaborated. For example, Feniehel 
11 
says of schizophrenia: 
nit is eas7 to see that all environmental factors 
that are pleasant and attractive will influence 
the patient in the direction of health and those 
that are disappointing or lead him into tamptation 
will be conducive to illness." 
However, he does not indicate how or when this information 
can be applied in treating schizop~enics. Nielson and 
Thompson did state their belief that "res'bdlration in so.ch 
' 
cases (schizophrenic frustration responses) is possible in 
12 
the early stages by the removal of. the frn.stra tion." 
However, this particular hypothesis seams more concerned 
with environmental manipn.lation than with personality 
change. 
One of the most. explicitly stated and completely 
devel.oped specimens of .a. theory which considers schizo-
phrenia a frllBtration reaction is found in the writings of 
Richard Jenkins. 
Jenkins" T"heory 
Jenkins hypothesizes that schizophrenia is a 
"progressive maladaptation oeca.sioned by fro.stration beyond 
The or 




the to~eranee of the individua~. tt "'A personal wor~d which 
offers ~itt~e wn for self rea~ization" predisposes to 
schizophrenia. When the individual's capacity to sustain 
adaptive efforts breaks down in the face of frustration, 
disorganization and illness of the personality follows. 
denkins exp~ains that the non-adaptive behavior which 
ensues typically results in further frastration which is, 
in turn, responsible for even more maladaptive behavior. 
This vicious circle constitntes 0 the regressive process of 
~.5 
schizophrenic disorganization.u Jenkins indicates, how-
ever, that the process is potentia~ly reversible; and that 
a greater degree of adaptive so.ceess is necessary to resu.lt 
in a recession of the frustrated behavior. He states that 
the centra~ element in recovery is tb.e experiencing of 
satisfact~on from some area~of adaptive behavior. He 
believes that the reversal of the schizophrenic process 
~6 
can begin in almost any area of activity. (For examp~e, 
at work, in a recreational progr~, in routine ward 
13R. Jenkins, "The Nature of the Schizophrenic 
Process 6 n Archives of Neuro~ogr and Psychiatry, 64 (August, 
~950), 2~6. 
~4R. Jenkins, 8 The Schizophrenic Sequence: With-
drawal; Disorganization.and Psychotic Reorganization," 
American Journal of Orthops:ychiatr:v.:, 22 (October, ~9~2), 1Ii2. . 
15 -~•i P• 738. 
16 Jenkins, "Nature of the ---," P• 258. 
activities~ etc.) Recognition from others should be given 
liberally for the most modest achievements~ since the 
schizophrenic has only 0 a limited capacity to maintain 
17 
motivated adpptive efforts in the face of frustration." 
If correct, Jenkins' theory not only provides 
insight into the etiology and progression of schizophreQie 
disorders, but has important implications for their treat-
ment as well. The sol.u.tions to the problems of whether 
schizophrenics should be censored, ignored, or praised for 
certain aspects of their daily behavior; whether they 
7 
should be pushed or led; and the answer to the q~estion 
posed by the probing versus the supportive approaches to 
psychotherapy with schizophrenics hinge on the outcome of 
tests of this theory. At present the validity of the theory 
is uncertain. It is true that clinical observations have 
generally tended to support it. However, it mast be sub-
jected to carefal experimental scrutiny before definitive 
statements as to its acearaey can be made. 
II. EXPERIMEN~.ro:t BACKGROUND 
. . 
A. F:r.tastration and Reward as Determinants of Behavior 
1. Experiments of Indirect Relevance 
There have been a great many studies of the effects 
17rbtd., P• 26o. 
8 
of frustration and ~eward on the behavior of animals and 
non-psychotic humans. Although Jenkins' theory concerns 
schizophrenics only, these studies are ~elevant to the 
general area of inquiry. 
(a) Stndies which Support Jenkins' Theory 
Studies of a wide variety of intra-human organisms 
18 19 20 21 22 
including rats, dogs, cats, sheep, and goats 
indicate that severe frustration results in the replacement 
o:f adaptive behavior by frozen, stereotyped and other mal-
adaptive responses. 
In several studies, employing various types of 
frustration, h~an subjects have responded simila~ly. 
Beier recently investigated the .effects of anxiety on 
2.3 
intellectual i'anctioning. He induced anxiety in a group 
of graduate students by the use of struct~ed Rorschach 
18a. Richter, "Psychotic Behavior Produced in Wild 
Norway and Alexandrine .. Rats ApparentlY'. by the Fear of Food 
Poisoning,u Feelings and Emotions, ed. M. Rey.mert {New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., I95o}, PP• 198-201. 
l9H. Liddell, nAntmal origins of Anxiety," Feelings 
and Emotions, ed. M. Rey.mert {New York: McGraw-Bill Book 
Co .• , 190SO), PP• 181-182. 
20 J. Masser.man, Behavior and Neurosis (Chicago: 
The 'University of Chicago Press, 1943}, pp. 170-171. 
21Liddell, pp. 182-18.3. 
22Ibid. 
23 E. Beier., "The Effect of Indueed Anxiety on Flex-
ibility o".t Intellectual Functioning,u Ps:ychol.ogica1 Mono-
graphs., 65, No. 96 Whole No. 326 (1951), 11-20. 
9 
interpretations. Then the subjects' performance on an 
abstract reasoning test, a sorting test, and a ~rror draw-
ing test was compared with that of a control group. Subjects 
in a state of anxiety showed a loss of abstract ability and 
a greater rigidity and disorganization in the perceptual 
field. 
A related finding is based on a study by Coombs and 
Taylor in which fifty college stadents were required to 
24 
translate sentences into a code. Some of the sentences 
were mildly threatening. Increased t~e and errors for the 
threatening, as compared with the non-threatening, sentences 
were noted in every instance save one. 
In many studies frustration has been ~duced by the 
report of false failure scores to the subjects. This pro-
cedure has also .been shown to result in impaired perfol'm8.nce 
25 26 
on sorting tasks, digit symbol tests, and in recall and 
2.7 
re-learning of nonsense. sy:llabl.es. 
24A. Coombs and o. Taylor, "The Etfect of the Per-
ception of Mild Degrees ot Tlweat onPer.formance," Journal. 
of Abnormal. and Social :P.s;rchology, 47 (February, 19;2)., 
420-425. .· . . . . 25 . . . . 
D. McClelland and F. •picella, "Reminiscence 
Following Experimentally Inda.ced Fai.lure(~ Journal of 
Exper~ental Psychologl, 37 (April, 19471, 169. 
26 . M. Williams, "An Experi,mental Study of Intellec-
tual Control Under Stress and Associated Rorschach Factors," 
Journal of Oonsu.lting.Psycholosy., ll (Jana.ary-Febrnary., 
1947)" 21-29. . . . . . 
27A. z·eller., "An Experimental Analogue of Repres-
sion: II. The Effect .. ot Individa.al Failure and Saccess on 
Memory Measured by Relear.ning," Journal. of Ex:perintental 
Ps:ycholog:y., 40 (August, 1950).,,422. · 
10 
Corroborative evidence of the beneficial effects of 
praise as well as the detrimental effects of failure is 
provided by experiments which compare the relative roles of 
28 
these variables. In Gilchrist•s study, fifty college 
students ware given an English test after which half of 
them were told that they had done well, and half were told 
the. t they had done poorly. A second test of the same type 
was then administered. The reproved group obtained lower 
scores on the second test; the praised group showed 
improvement. 
In another such experiment, Hurlock divided one-
hundred six fourth, fifth, and sixth grade pupils into 
29 
praised, reproved and ignored grou.ps. Praise and reproof 
were administered verbally before the entire class. A con-
trol gllQB> in a separate room performed the same pre ... and 
post-tests, but saw none of the proceedings. The praised 
groa.p performed best; the reproved grou.p was second best. 
The ignored group improved very little. There was no 
change in performance shown by the control group. 
On the basis of these experiments alone, a major 
28 E. Gilchrist, "The Extent to which Praise and 
Blame Affect a Pup1l's.Work, 0 School and Societz, 4 (1916), 
872-874· 
. 29 
E. HurlockA "~al~ation of Certain Incentives 
Used in School Work, Journal of Educational ~stchologr, 16 
{1925). 145-159. 
11 
asswnption of Jenkins' theory appears tenable. However, the 
picture becomes unclear in the light of other experiments 
which yield contradictory findings. 
{b) Studies which do not Su.pport Jenkins• Theory 
30 31 . 
Stu.dies of cockroaches, earthwor.ms, dancing 
32 33 
mice and chicks· indicate that these organisms learn 
more efficiently when punished than when rewarded~ 
Barlow noted this same effect in an exper~ent in 
which normal haman subjects were given electric shocks 
.34 
while performing a mirror tracing ~ask. The subjects so 
treated showed improved learning efficiency. 
Yet another exper~ent presents resnlts completely 
inconsistent with what Jenkins t theory woald have led one 
to predict. Gates and Rissland su.bdivided a groap of 
seventy-four college students into Encouragement, 
30J. Szrnanski, "Modi:f'ication o:f' the Innate Behavior 
of Cockroaches,' Journal.of Animal Behavior, 2 (1912.), 81-
90. 
31 R. Yerkes, "The Intelligaace o:f' Earthworms," 
J'oarnal o:f' Animal Behavior, 2 {1912), 332-352. . 
32 . 
· R. Yerkes, The Dancing Mouse (New York: MacMillan 
Co., 1907). 
33L. Cole "The Relation o:f' Strength o:f' Stimu.lus to 
Hate of Learning, It Joo.rnal of Animal Behavior., 1 (1911), 
111-124 •. 
.34M. Barlow, "The Int'lttence of Electric Shock in 




Disconragement and No Comment ~roups. Then they tested 
them on a motor coordination and a color naming task. There 
were no significant differences between the performance of 
the encouraged and discouraged groups; but there were slight 
differences in favor of both of these groups over the No 
Comment groa.p. 
A clue to the source of conflict in the two lines of 
mutaally contradictory evidence cited is provided by the 
36 
results of Mandler's and Sarason's experiment. This study 
tested that proposition that ttFru.stration will prod11ce a 
decrease in the quality of an ongoing performance to the 
extent tba t the fra.stration evokes other responses that 
interfere with that ongoing perfol"m.anee. 11 The subjects were 
sixty-foar students divided into two groups. Those in the 
Frustration group. were told that they did not do well on a 
battery of twelve tasks. Subjects in the Neutral group 
were told that they did just abo11t as well as they might 
realistically have expected to do. All s11bjects answered 
a q11estionnatre which was used to assess the individual's 
.. 
asu.al respons.es to frustration. (For example, pessimism, 
35 . nT G. Gates and L. Rissland, he Effect of Encour-
agement and Discouragement Upon Perfor.manee," Joar.nal of 
Educational Psychology, 14 {1923), 21-26. 
36 . . 
G. Mandler and s. Sarason, "A Study of Anxiety 
and Learning,ff Journal of.!bnormal. and Social PsychologY, 
47 (19.5'2), 172-173. . . 
1.3 
de:t'endance, aggression, etc.) Qaestionnaire scores were 
employed. as a measure or the su.bject1s tendency to react to 
:frustration with "interfering responses." The Frustration 
and Netttral groups were then su.bdivided into those above and 
below the median on uinterfering responses." Results indi-
cate that :tor the High Inter:terence (Anxiety) group, frus-
tration resulted in a slight decrement in performance. For 
the Low Interference (Anxiety) group, :frustration resulted 
in a high increment in performance. In the absence of frus-
tration, the direction o£ the dif':terences was reversed. 
The performance of the High Interference (Anxiety) group 
was superior to that of the Low Interference (Anxiety) 
group. Thus, a little anxiety-, whether internally or 
externally engendered,. appears to spur the subject on to 
~proved performance; but too much anxiety is disorganizing 
and interferes with effective task perfo~ance. 
It ·can be seen from the. foregoing that it is not 
only the type and amount of frustration and reward that 
determine their effects on per:t'or.mance, but the individnal's 
threshold to frustration as well. This could e~lain the 
discrepant results of the experiments ei ted above. To a 
large extent, then, the effects of frustration and reward 
on behavior are deter.mined by the characteristics of the 
individual organism upon which they impinge. These char-
acteristics, in turn, are at least partially determined by 
past experiences in which certain modes o~ response. have 
been reinforced at the expense of others. Jenkins• theory 
assnmes that all schizophrenies have had a history of 
exposure to severely frustrating experiences to which they 
have learned to respond by "withdrawal, disorganization and 
37 
psychotic reorganization.» Jenkins reasons that reward-
ing experienees will exti.nga.ish the abnormal respoases and 
replace them with adaptive behavior. If Jenkins is correct, 
we1l controlled sta.dies of schizophrenic behavior should 
have consistent results. 
2. EXperiments of Direct Relevance 
(a) Studies wb.ich Support Jemkins t Theory-
One study, which was continued over a period of 
several weeks, was expressly designed to test same of 
Jenkins' hypotheses. Peters and Jenkins per~or.med this 
experiment in which chronic schizophrenics, motivated by 
sQb-oama doses of insulin, were repeatedly required to 
solve problems for.whicb they were ~rded with pieces of 
38 
fudge. Another group of patients was used to control for 
' the effects o~ the insulin and ~he added attention. The 
investigators to und. that the nwnber of management problems 
37Jenltins, "The Schizophrenic Seqaenee ---,n PP• 
738-744· 
38 
·H. Peters and R. Jenkins, "Improvement of Chronic 
Schizophrenic Patients with.GUided Problem Solving Motivated bJ Hunger.u Psychiatric Quarterly Supplement, 28 (1954), 
84-101. . 
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in the experimental, as compared with the control, group 
decreased markedly. Nurses' and occupational therapists' 
ratings for the experimental subjects were also superior to 
those for the control group. 
Several studies indicate that schizophrenics' per-
formance deficits increase following a frustrating or 
threatening experienee; both Dunn· and ~urbiner found that 
schizopbreniest visual discr~tion of neutral material 
was superior to their discrimination of threatening, 
39,40 
hostile material. 
Wilensky demonstrated that schizophrenics' memory 
and perception (both visual and auditory) are greatly 
impaired after, as compared with before, a frustrating 
41 
experience. 
A comparison has also been made of the perfonnance 
of schizophrenics and normals on a pu.rsuitmeter task before 
42 
and after stress. Resnlts~ reported by Lane, indicate no 
39w. Dtlllll, 11VisllB.l Discrimination o'£ Schizophrenic 
Su.bjeeta as a Function of Stimulus Meaning," Jottrnal of 
Personality, 2.3 (1954), 48 ... 64. 
40 -M. Ta.rbiner, "Choice Discrimination in Schizo-
phrenic Subjects for Positive, Negative and Neutral Affec-
tive Stimu.li1' (nnpa.blished Ph.D. dissertation, Depar'bnent 
of Psychology, Boston University, 1955), PP• 41~45· 
4lH. Wilensky, 1tThe Performance of Schizophrenic 
and Normal Individa.als Following Frustration,tt American 
Psychologist, 7 (1952), 354. 
42J. Lane, ttThe Effect of a Stressrttl Situation on 
Psychametor Learning of Schizophrenic and Normal Subj.ects,n (unpa.blished Master's thesis, Clark University, 1951), p. 
20. 
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differences between the two gro~ps before stress, bu.t ·show 
that the schizophrenics' performance level dropped signif-
icantly after stress was introdt:lced. 
One of Jenkins' hypotheses seems to have been stmi-
larl7 validated by another investigator. Ge.rmezy demon-
strated that schizophrenics' ability to discriminate one 
auditory stimu.lu.s, the training tone, from others of dis-
s~ilar pitch appeared to be a1most the same as that of 
normals under conditions of reward; bu.t that under p~ish-
43 
ment the schizophrenics over-generalized. 
A related finding is that based on Webb's stndy of 
normals and schizopbre~cs who were given two forms of a 
44 
simll.lrities test. After completing the first test, the 
exper~ental su.bjects were told that thew had done poorl7. 
They were then given the second test. Su.bjeets in the 
control group were given both for.ms of the test; bu.t were 
not given a failare experience. The control group of 
schizophrenics performed better on the second test. The 
e:xper~ental group. by contrast, displayed an increase in 
~precision and tangentiality. 
4~. Gar.mezy, nsttmulus Differentiation by Schizo-
phrenic and Normal Su.bjects Under Conditions of Reward-and 
Pun1shment, 8 Journal of Personality, 20 (19.52), 2.5.3-276. 4 - . . . 4 W • w·e'bb, . "Conceptual Ability of Schizophrenics 
as a Fu.nction of_Tbreat of' Failure," The American PSleholo-
sist, 7 (July, 19".52), 33.5-336. 
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The results of the exper~ents cited are consistent 
with each other and with Jenkins• theory. However, they 
have not gone unchallenged. 
(b) Studies which do not Support Jenkins' Theory 
Peters tested the asswmption that if schizophrenics 
are given guidance in learning a task and are rewarded for 
45 
it they will improve. His subjects were nine schizo-
phrenics who were considered trea~ent failures. Ranger was 
indaced in the subjects by the injection of sub-coma doses 
of insa.lin. Subjects were then required to solve ll'ltlltiple 
choice problems of increasing difficulty. The experimental 
sessions continued over a tbr.ee month period of :five meet-
ings weekly. Each time a sabject responded correctly~ he 
was given a piece or fudge. Results revealed that repeated 
trials bad little effect on the elimination of errors. 
Almost all of the patients tended to repeat a stereotyped 
series of responses for many.trials. Furthermore, while 
some subjects displayed this stereotypy on only the more 
difficult problems, others reacted this way rig~t from the 
beginning. Hence, the results do not support the hypothesis. 
!wo coneept~for.mation studies also raise questions 
a boat Jenkins t assumptions. Rotman compared the performance 
of schizophrenics and nor.mals on an abstract conceptual task 
45B:. Peters, nMultiple Choice Learning in Chronic 
Schizophrenics," Journal of Clinical Psychology, 9 (October, 
1953), 332-333· .. 
and on a concrete motor task under conditions of 
46 
disparagement. •Disparagement" consisted of verbal~y 
administered critical remarks. It was predicted that:: 
"Under conditions of disparagement a schizophrenic 
gro~p will show a greater deficit on an abstract 
conceptual task and on a concrete motor task when 
compared with a heal thy g:roa.p #" and . 
"---wi~l show a greater relative deficit on an 
abstract eonceptQal task than on a concrete motor 
task when compared with a healthy group. tt 
~8 
Neither of these predictions was supported. A re-examina-
tion of the data led the expertmenter to conclude that the 
paranoids were behaving differently than were the other 
schizophrenics. ~erefore, he re-analyzed the data 
excluding that obtained from the paranoid schizophrenics. 
The first prediction was still not sa.pported. However, 
the second prediction was supported at the five per-cent 
level. This seams to indicate that the abstract abilities, 
. 
in contrast to those required for more concrete motor per-
formance, are more v~nerable to stress in non-paranoid 
schizophrenics than in normals. However, Jenkins' theory 
makes no distinctions between the sub-types of schizo-
phrenia. (At least, not insofar as the effects of reward 
and punishment are concerned.) Hence, even the re-analyzed 
data are not consistent with his hypotheses; and certainly 
46s. Rotman, "Some Effects of Disparagement on 
Abst:rae t and Concrete. Performance o:f Schizophrenic and 
Healthy Individuals,n {unpublished Pb..D. dissertation, 
Department of Psychology, Boston University, 1954). 
-· - --· ·-------- ~---
---- '-'='~= 
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the data as a whole are not. 
A second experiment, perfor.med by ~ir, compared 
the performance of schizophrenics and nor.mals Qnder condi-
tions of Px-aiae, Reproof and No Information on a verbal 
47 
ms.mn~ and perceptaal motor concept retention task. The 
48 
predictions stated: 
(1) "A groap of schizophrenic sabjects will dsnon-
strate a greater increase in memory function 
for meaningful verbal materials, and an 
increased performance on a perceptual motor 
concept retention task ander conditions of 
repeated praise compared to a non-praised 
condition--- and (2) "A group of schizophrenic subjects will have 
less adequate memory fanction for meaningful 
verbal materials and a decreased perfor.mance 
on a peroepta.al motor concept retention task 
under conditions of repeated reproof as com-
pared wi~ a non-reproved condition---" 
It was e%Peeted that the non-psychotics would show no 
difference in performance under the three conditions. No 
paranoid schizophrenics were used in the experiment. 
Praise and reproof were administered verbally and were not 
always the same for all subjects; but the content of the 
comments was similar. (For example: nGood job"; or, 
.. , 
1tyour perfor.mance was excellent.'' 11You. didn't do too 
'· .. 
well 11 ; or, "You did worse than the average"; etc.) On 
47 a. Lair, "The Effect of Praise and Reproof on 
Learning and .Retention of Non-Psychotics and Schizopb.renics,tt 
(anpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Department of Psychology, 
Vanderbilt University, 1954), P• 23. 
48 Ibid., PP• 71-73• 
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the memory task, sab jeets read, re-read, recalled and re-
:x-eee.i.l..SdJ a story several times.. Praise or reproof were 
administered each t~e. On the card-sorting taSk, sabjeets 
learned to sort cards on the basis of certain concepts. 
They re-sorted the cards several times, and were praised or 
reproved each time. Rest1lts indicate that: 
(a) On the verbal memory task, schizophrenics 
improved to a greater extent when praised 
than when reproved or given no information; 
bat did not show greater performance deficits 
when reproved than when no information was 
given. 
(b) On the concept retention task, seb.izopb.renics 
did not show any greater improvement ander 
praise than ttnder reproof or neutral condi-
tions; nor did they show poorer performtlnee 
foll.owing reproof tba.n onder neutral. conditions. 
(c) Non-schizophrenics demonstrated no significant 
change und.er any conditions. 
Lair ooneladed: ftThere are no statistical differ-
.. 
anees noted for reproof or ne11tral conditions, and it seems 
tbat reproof is not important in determining the amount of 
49 
learlidng or retention" for schizophrenics or normals. 
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The results of these experiments are completely at 
variance with what Jenkins' theory woELld have led one to 
predict. There is a possibility that flaws in the controls 
of these experiments are at least partially to blame for 
the coni" lie ti:ng results. The verbal rewards and punish-
menta. in Lair's experiment were net standardized. Renee, 
some subjects may have been receiving more reward or pttn-
ishment than others in the same group. Also, we have no 
way o£ knowimg whether ttyou did wel.l,n fcr;,r example, is as 
rewarding as ffyou did worse than averagett is punishing. 
All of these stadies may be eritieized for their 
lack of control for the degree of illness of subjects nsed 
in their different gronps. It is net inconceivable that 
by ehanee alone most of the sELbjects in one of the sab-
grou.ps may have been considerably sicker than those in the 
other groups. This qould completely mask any differences 
proaueed by the expe~imental.treatments. Whether or not 
this oeeu.l'l'ed, we do n:et bow. However, in the light o:t 
the experiments cited above, and despite. their attempts to 
ancover sneh infor.mation, we still do not have specific 
information about the relative effects of reward and pun-
ishment on sch.izophrenie li>ehav!Gr. 
B.. The Cwnc.lati ve Effects of' Reward and Punisbrn.ent 
A &ee.ond implicat1on of Jenki:as r tneox-y is taa t the 
effects of f'ru.s.tl'at~on and reward are cumulative throagh 
22 
t1me and are generalizable. That is., the effects of 
fr~stration and reward, measured in performance differences, 
and b~Ut 11p 1n one sit!lation, carry over to and in:t'luence 
behavior in situations which are objectively different from 
those in which they were originated. Not only Jenkins r bat 
other psychogenic theories as well are predicated on the 
assumption that sneh generalization does take place. Two 
experiments cast light on this problem., althoagh they fall 
far short of solving it. 
Blake's st~dy bas shown that~ in contrast to schizo-
phrenics witn good premorbid histories, those with poor pre-
morbid histories manifested more marked r~iniscence effects 
in a verbal learning task under panisbm.ent than ~m.der 
50 
reward. The experimenter concltJ.ded that threats of fail-
ure evoke response set incompatible with effective task 
performance in individ11als who are overly sensitive to 
signs of social censure •.. This assumes implicitly that the 
effects of frllBtrations and failures in the past lives of 
those with poor premobrid histories have carried over into 
the experimental sittlation and prevented successful task 
completion. 
In a second relevant study, Grant and Berg, using 
50R. Bleke, -nReward and Punishment as Determinants 
of Reminiscence Effects in Schizophrenic and Normal Sub-jects," Journal of Personality, 23 (June, 1955). 479-498. 
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college students, demonst~ated that ease of set-shifting 
on the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test is related to the amount 
51 
of reinforcement given. Employing seven groups of sub-
jects, and giving them dif'ferent numbers of reinforci:ng 
trials (consecutively correct responses) before eaeh shift, 
the experimenters found a greater shifting facility in 
groa.ps which received more reinforcement. The greater 
flexibility was interpreted in ter.ms of the conti~ 
function of the reinforcing trials which reduce the, 
ambiguity ot the situation. These results imply that 
greater amounts ot re~ntorcement {reward) facilitate adap-
tation, at least on the task a.sed. However, on the basis 
ot this experiment no conclusions ean be drawn about the 
cumulative effects o~ reward or punishment on schizophrenic 
behavior. 
Summary 
The theoretical and experimental literature con-
cerning frustration and reward have been reviewed. It was 
pointed ou.t that the theopY' of Richard Jenkins, as yet 
inadequately tested, makes possible certain very specific 
predictions about the conditions wader which schizophrenic 
mal.adaptive behavior will incl'ease or decrease; validation 
ot the tbeorJ is of great practical as well as theoretical 
value. Reward and panisbment are central to Jenkins• 
51n. Grant and E. Berg, uA Behavioral Analysis of 
theory. It was dsnonstrated that: 
(l) there is a need for further controlled experi-
ments on the effects of reward and fra.st"ation 
on schizophrenic and normal behavior; and 
(2)' that there exists almost no experimental work 
on the cumulative generalizable effects of 
reward and punishment on schizophrenic 
behavior, if indeed such effects exist. 
The purpose of this experiment is to test Jenkins' 
theory as it applies to these two problem areas. 
Degree of Reinforcement and Ease of Shifting to a New 
Response in a Weigl-Type Card-Sortin~ Problem,u Journa1_2! 
EXperimental Psychology, 38 (~948), 404-441. 
CHAPTER II 
STATEMENT OF TBE PROBLEM 
I. Research Problem 
In a review ot the theoretica1 literatnre it was 
noted that Richard Jenkins claims that schizophrenia is a 
maladaptation occasioned by stress which exceeds the 
individual•s frustration tolerance. The psychotic's mal-
adaptive behavior results in .further frustration, thus 
setting up the vicions circle which is responsible tor the 
regressive process of schizophrenic disorganization. 
Jenkins believes that the process is reversible and that 
recognition, reward, praise, etc. can cause a recession of 
the schizophrenic symptomatology. 
In a review of the experfmental literature it was 
shown that existing stndies of the e.f:fects o:f reward and 
punishment .on schizophrenic pe.rform.ance yield resnlts Which 
are highly.conflietual and inconclusive. It was also noted 
that they provide little evide.nce as to whether the effects, 
once prodaced, are generalized to objectively ne11tral .. situ-
ations. 
This experiment will deal with the camalative 
di.tferential ett"e.cts ot. rewa:rd. and panishment on the per-
formance of schizophrenics and n.orm.als dtll'ing a training 
series, in which the variables are induced, and during a 
26 
test series which is objectively neutral. 
II. The Experimental Hypotheses 
1. Schizophrenic behavior is at least to some extent 
the result of frustration. Frustration is defined 
as the presence of unresolved tension. 
2. That which increases :frttstration will increase the 
schizophrenic's maladaptive behavior. Punishment 
increases frustration. The effects of this are 
cmnulative: the greatel" the amount of punishment, 
th~ greater the amo~t of maladaptive behavior; 
and this will carry over to situations which are 
not objectively "punishing.u 
3. That which decreases frustration will decrease 
the schizophrenic's maladaptive behavior. Reward 
decreases :frustration. The effects o:f this are 
camulative: the greater the amount of reward, 
the le.ss the maladaptive behavior; and this will 
carry over to situations which are not objectively 
ttrewarding.tt 
On the basis of these hypotheses and a design tn 
which rewarded and punished schizophrenic and control sub-
jects are required to perform a concept-formation task, the 
following predictions are made: 
III. The Experimental Predictions 
1. Schizophrenics in the Reward group, compared with 
27 
those in the PlUlishment group, will. 
(a) take fewer trials to reach the criterion of 
learning 1n the training series, 
(b) make fewez- el'rors in the training series and 
(c) have a shorter median response time in the 
training series. 
2. The effeots of variables induced in the tl'aining 
series will. carry over to the test aeries so that 
schizophrenics in the Reward, compared with those 
in the Pt:mishm.ent group, will. 
(a) take fewer trials to reach the criterion 
of learning, 
(b) make fewer errors, 
(c) have a shorter median response time and 
52 (d) give fewer perseverative responses. 
3. For the normal subjects trial.s to criterion, 
errors to criterion, median responsestime and 
number of perseverative responses will not be 
significantly different in the :Reward and 
P~nishment groups. 
52 A perseverative response is defined as one 
which would have been correct in the training aeries. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERDilENTAL PROCEDURE 
I. The Dependent Variable 
The dependent variables in this experiment, 
measures of concept-formation and set-shifting, were chosen 
on the basis of their relevance for schizophrenia. Several 
investigators have reported severe ~pair.ment of these 
abilities in schizophrenics. (See Chapter I.) Other areas 
of deficit have also been noted. However, according to 
53 
Vigotsky, Hanf'mann and Kasanin, "the essence of schizo-
phrenic thought disorder and an important characteristic 
of schizophrenic disorder in general, is loss of ability 
to think in abstract concepts--- .. " In fact, !he American 
.. 
Psychiatric Association's Diagnostic and Statistical ~~al 54 . 
says of schizophrenia: 
"It represents a gro~p of psychotic reactions 
characterized by a fandamental disturbance in 
reality relationships and concept formations 
with affective, behavioral and intellectual 
disturbances in varying degrees and mdxtures.• 
(Italics mine.) . 
Hence, dist~rbance in concept formation is a sine g~a non 
of schizophrenia. 
53 . 
E. Hani'mann and J. Kasanin, ttconceptnal Think-
ing 1n Schizophrenia," N'ervou.s and Mental Diaease Mono-
graphs 1 No. 671 1942, .p. · •. 
54American Psychiatric Association, Diagnostic 




Four groups or subjects were employed. Each or 
the two exper~ental ~roups 6 one rewarded and one p~ished, 
consisted of ten male schizophrenic patients hospitalized 
at the Bedi'ord Veterans' Administration Hospital. The 
criteria for the selection of subjects in the two schizo-
phrenic groups were: 
(a) Established diagnosis of schizophrenia made by 
the staff psychiatrists. 
(b) No evidence of central nervous system pathol.ogy. 
(c) No histoey- of brain su.rgery. 
(d) Patient not receiving ataraxic or other types of 
medication. 
(e) Patient not tr.eated with electric shock or insu.lin 
coma therapy for at least.three months preceding 
the experiment. 
(f) Patient between the ages of twenty and fifty 
years of age. 
(g) Present illnes.s had its onset at least one year 
prior to the experiment. (See Appendix a) 
(h) Patient must have completed at least six grades 
of school. 
(1) Patient's I.Q. must be at l.east.eighty on a short 
form of the Wechsl.er-Bel.l.evue .Adlllt Inte1ligence 
55 
Scale, Form..r. 
55The Vocabalary,.Information, Block Design and 
Digit Symbol. tests were used. 
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The two schizophrenic groups were also aqua ted for range 
and distribution of ratings on the Bedford Clinical Rating 
Scale. (See Appendices A and B.) This scale is based on 
the assttmption that the deterioration in interpersonal 
relationships which characterizes a psychosis is reflected 
in ~paired social effectiveness. It rates the patient's 
bebavio~ on items designed to tap the quality of their 
interpersonal relationships, and the patient's adjustment 
to the environment. 
Another factor considered in selecting subjects 
for the experimental. group was the schi~ophrenic subtype. 
Since it bas frequently been noted tba t paranoids do not 
always behave in the s~e way as do schizophrenics of other 
subtypes, an attempt was made to keep the namber of para-
noids used in this experiment to a minimwn. Because of the 
constraints imposed.by,other criteria, it was not possible 
to completely elim.inate them !'rom the study. Renee, two 
paranoids. were used in each. of the two schizophrenic 
groups. (See Table 1.) 
' ,_ 
The two control groups, one rewarded and one 
panished, each consisted of ten psychiatric.aides employed 
by the Bedford Veterans t Adm.inistr.ation Hospital. These 
were equated with the experim.ental groups for range of age, 
educational level,. and I.Q. On_none of the variables con• 
sidered were the differences between the. !'oar groups found 
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to be significant statistically on the basis of analysis of 
variance tests. (See Appendices C and H.) 
The distrib~tion of diagnostic subcategories of 
the schizophrenics in the rewarded and p~ished groups is 
shown in Table 1 • 
. III. Selection of the Experimental Task 
An adequate test of the experimental hypotheses 
required a task which would: 
(a) test concept-formation; 
(b) hold the ~ubjects• interest; 
(e) be difficult enough to challenge the control 
group; 
{d) be possible for the schizophrenic groups to 
master; 
(e) provide a form of data amenable to statistical 
analysis; 
The task selected on the basis of its conf"ormity to these 
criteria was a modifiea tion of Grant's Wiseons.in Card 
56 
Sorting Test. The for.m of presentation of the task ~as 
altered. Rather than placing .the sorting board with its 
stim~us cards before the subject and handing the subject 
the pack of response .cards to sort. the. stimulus and 
response cards were presented. on an exper1mental .screen in 
56Grant and Berg, PP• 404-408. 
TABLE~ 
DISTRIBUTION OF DIAGNOSTIC SUBCATEGORIES OF SCHIZO-
PHBENICS IN REWABDED AND PUNISHED GROUPS 
SUBCATEGORY NUMBER 
REWARD GROUP PUNISHMENT GROUP 
Paranoid 2 2 
Undifferentiated 2 4 
Unc~assi.f'ied ~ 0 
Catatonic 5 2 
Hebephrenic 0 ~ 
Simple 0 1 
Total 10 10 
-
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a manner to be described below. .This was done to prevent 
the schizophrenic s~bject f~om tearing, discarding, or in 
other ways mishandling the cards; to ensure that the pro-
cedure was uniform for all s~bjects; and to remove the 
experimenter trom the ·sit11ation as mu.eh as po.ssible, thu.s 
JI.Jdixttmf1mbg.;; opportllnities for the operation o.f' non-verbal. 
ea.es. 
IV. Apparata.s 
A masonite screen three feet wide and eighteen 
inches high stands on a tabl.e before the seated. sa.bject. 
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(See Figure 1.) At the top, and in the center .of the 
screen, is a glass covered nine inch by two inch rectangular 
sign whieh when lit reads "RIGHT." Directly nnder it is a 
sign of the same size which when lit reads ttWRONG. u The 
intensity and distribution of illumination of the two signs 
ape equal. Neither sign ean be read unless illuminated. 
Immediately below the signs is a ten inch by five inch 
metal panel in the center of which is a three inch square 
opening. (See Figure 2.) Just behind this is a metal 
shatter. When a lever behind the screen is depressed, it 
releases a stretched spring attached to the st~ of the 
shutter thus allowing the spring to recoil, open the 
shutter and display the stim~us eard. Behind the shutter 
is an "L" shaped device consisting ot a metal backdrop and 
a floor. Response cards, which are manually fed into the 
slit in the floor, lean against the metal backdrop. (See 
Figure 3.) The four stimulus cards from the Wise~nsin 
Card Sorting Test are arranged in a row beneath the thP&e 
inch square on the front of the screen. Each is covered by 
a sheet of transparent plastic. Beneath each card is a 
metal lever which is attached to a microswitch. When the 
subject depresses the lever a neon light is lit behind the 
board informing the experimenter which. lever, and hence 
wh~eh aard, was chosen. In back of the screen is a 
Standard six volt DC chronometer, accmrate to one 
34 
Fig. 1. Subject's view of the apparatus 
Fig. 2. Front of appar.atus 
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Fig. 3. Back of the apparatus 
Fig. 4· Apparatus in use 
one-hundredth of a second. This is so wired to the neon 
~amps and the shutter mechanism tba.t it starts when the 
shutter opens and stops'when.the subject depresses the ~ever 
under a stimulus card •. A switch box behind the screen a~~ow·s 
the experimenter to operate the ttRIG.HT1t and nwoNGu signs. 
V. Epxerimental Setting and Procedare 
The experiment was performed in one or the other .of 
two hospita~ offices both of which were on the s~e floor 
of the same bllilding. They dit'fered in that one ot'fiee had 
two doors~ two windows, and a desk and tab~e in addition to 
the experiment~ table; whi~e the other had one door, one 
window~ and two desks in addition to the experimental tab~e. 
Previous to the experi:ment, schizophrenic sa.bjects 
were told only that the experimenter had some tests for 
them to try. Tb.e control subjects were asked to cooperate 
in taking a test to provide a standard against which 
patients' performance cottld be measnred so that the experi-
menter could see how far the patients deviated from normal 
on this test. Once in the experimental setting, the sub-
ject was seated before the apparatas and instructed in the 
following manner: 
"This is a matching test. A card will appear here 
{points to three inch sqaare opening.) What I want 
yett to do is to look at the card and decide which 
one of the cards in this row {points to stimnltts 
cards) it belongs wit&, or matches. Then press 
down the lever ander the card you. choose.. For 
example, i:f you think the card up here belongs with 
this card (points to card at extreme left) you 
push down the lever under it, like this. (Pushed 
down lever.) If you thi~ it belongs with this 
one (next from left) you press this lever. Or it 
might ma.tch this one, or this one. (Depresses 
lever under each of two remaining cards.) All of 
the cards that appear u.:p here will match one of 
these in some way. It's your job to discover how 
they match, pick the matching card and press the 
lever under it." 
If the subject is in the Reward group, the instructions 
continue: 
"If your answer is right, the sign "RIGHTn will 
light up, like this. (Lights sign.) .If your 
answer is wrong, we'll just go en to the next 
card." -
For subjects in the Punishment group the instructions 
continue: 
"If your answer is wrong, the sign "WRONG" will 
light up, like this. (Lights sign.) If your 
answer is right, we'll just go on to the next 
card. u . 
For all subjects, the instructions concluded. as :f'ollows: 
"Try to get as.many right as possible. Now, do 
you understand what you're to do? Find, then 
let's begin and':' see how-many you -can...ge_.t right." 
Directions, or parts thereof', were repeated if subjects 
failed to understand the first time. The experimenter 
then seated herself' behind the experimental screen where 
her facial expression or other responses could not give 
cues to the subject. 
During the training sertes, the concept on the 
basis of which cards were to be matched was that of number. 
The stimulus card on the board which contained the same 
number ef objects as that on the response cards was the 
correct answer. FC!>r example, if.the·response card eon-
tained two circles~ the correct answer would be the second 
card from the subject's left, since it contained two stars. 
The subject's responses (indicated by the position of the 
lever pressed) and response time were recorded, and the 
reward or punishment ( 1'RIGHTt' or "WRONGn) administered. 
This procedure was continued until the subject had reached 
the criterion of f·ive consecutively correct responses, or 
had completed one hundred trials without reaching the 
criterion. 
When this criterion waa reached, the training 
series was ended andthe test series was begun. The exper-
imenter came C!>Ut. from .. behind the sere.en and said: 
nNow I want you to dis.cover a new way to match the 
cards.~ a way that will be. differeat than the one 
you used· befC!>re. See if you can find the n•ew way 
the cards go together. This time when you 'ne 
right, the sign "RIGBTn will light up, li:ke this. 
(Lights sign) And when yo1.1 1re wrene;, the sign 
uWRONG:" will light up, ilthlr:e phd.s. (Lights sign.) 
Do yeu ruaderstand? OK. Now let's see how many 
you can get right -this time."· 
Both the Reward and Pt:.misbment groups were given these 
same instructions. During the teat aeries, the concept 
on the basis of which-dards were to be matched was that of 
cGlor. Trials were continued until the criterion of five 
consecutively correct responses was reached. This point 
marked the end of the exper~ent. The experimenter 
pretended to examine a package of scoring sheets and said: 
"Well, I see you did a very good job. Some people 
take much longer to learn how to do that." 
"I have something else I'd like you to try; but 
let's take a little rest period first." 
The experimenter then offered the subject a cigarette and 
initiated a period {approximately five minutes) of casual 
conversation. Then four subtests of the Wechsler-Bellevue 
were administered. These were the Vocabulary, Block Design, 
Information and Digit Symbol tests. The intelligence test 
was given after the experiment, rather than before it so 
that any feeling of failure, etc. engendered by it could 
not affect performance on the experimental task. At the 
close of the session all subjects were thanked for their 
help, and some were again reas.sured about their pcerformance. 
The scores obtained for each subject consisted of: 
{a) the number of trials required to reach the 
criterion of learning in the training and 
test series; 
(b) the nwnber of errors made in the training and 
test series; 
(c) the ttme per response, accurate to one one-
hurldr.edth of a second, in training and test 
series; 




Fo~ purposes of cla~ity the expe~imental hypotheses 
and predictions will be ~a-stated and the results ~elevant 
to each p~esented. 
HYPOTHESES 
Hypothesis 1: Schizoph~enic behavio~ is at least to sane 
extent the result of frustration. Flrlustra-
tion is defined as the p~esence of unresolved 
tension. 
Hypothesis 2: That which inc~eases fr~stration will 
inc~ease the schizophrenic's maladaptive 
behavio~. Punishment increases frustration. 
The effects of this are crumalative: the 
greater the amount of punishment~ the greater 
the amount of maladaptive behavior, and this 
will carry over into situations not object-
ively "punishing. '1 
HlJ2_otheais 3: That which decreases frustration will dec~ease 
the schizophrenic's maladaptive behavior. 
Reward decreases frustration. The effects 
of this are camulative: the greater the 
amount of reward, the less the maladaptive 
behavior, and this will carry over into 
situations not objectively nl'ewarding.tt 
l'REDIOTIONS 
Prediction la: Schizophrenics in the Reward Gronp, compared 
with those in the Pnnisbment groap, will 
take fewer trials to reach the criterion of 
learning in the training series. 
The mean nttmber of trials reqnired to reach the 
criterion of learning was 16.2 for the schizophrenic Reward 
group and 36.8 for the schizophrenic :Punishment group. (See 
Table 2.} 
TABLE 2 
MEAN NUMBER OF TRIALS AND ERRORS .AND MEDIAN RESPONSE 
TIME,* IN SECONDS,· OF THE SCHIZOPHRENIC REWARD aND 
PUNISHMENT GROUPS IN THE TRAINING SERIES 
GROUP MEAN MEAN MDN. RESPONSE 
TRIALS EBRORS TIME IN SEC.* 
Schi~. 
Reward 16.2 13.6 4.01 
::scn:tz. . 
Punishment 36.8 28.5 5.1,3 
* Median rather than mean response t~e was nsed beea~se 
o:t the extreme valnes of some o:t the scores. (See 
Appendix J.) 
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When the data was analyzed by means of Wilson's test, the 
57x.. Wilson, "A Distriblltion-Free Test of Analysis of 
Variance Hypotheses," ~sychologieal Bulletin, 53 (January, 
1956), 96-101. (For .. discussion ot this statistic, see 
.Appendix· E.) 
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measure showed the differences for all foQr groQps to be 
significant at the .01 level. (See Table).) Therefore, 
the Kolm.ogorov-Smirnov two sample test was applied to deter-
~e if there were a significant difference between the 58 
schizophrenic Reward and PQnishment groQps specifically. 
The difference was found to be significant at the .05 level. 
(See Table 4.) 
TABLE 3 
. -
WILSONtS TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN NUMBER 
OF TRIALS TO CRITERION OF ALL EXPERIMENTAL AND 
.CONTROL GROUPS. DURING THE. TBAINING SERIES 
SOURCE ·OF VARIATION* CHI- SIGNIFICANCE 
ON .NO. OF TRIALS. SQUARE df LEVEL 
;(~:-Groups 22.95 1 .01 
:t c -Oond.i tiona .91 l. not signif'. 
it.r~Interaction: .90 1 not signif'. 
Groaps X Conditions 
~ 
24-36 ILT -Total 3 •••••••••••• 
.. 
* -a. XR measures dif'f'erences between both rewarded groQps 
and both ptmished groups; xc'3,.measures differences 
between the normal groups taken as a whole and the 
schizophrenic groQpS taken as a whol.e; xz~measures 
the interaction of all of the variables. · 
58 s. Siegel, .Non-Parametric Statistics for the 
Behavioral Sciences (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
1956), PP• 127-136. 
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TABLE 4 
KOLMOGOROV -SMIRNOV ONE-TAILED TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF 
DIFFERENCE BE~ REWARDED AND PUNISBED SCHIZOPHRENIC 
GROUPS ON TRIALS AND ERRORS TO CRITERION IN THE 
TRA.INING SERIES 
-~ 
VARIABLE NUMBER ED SIGNIFlCANOE LEVEL 
Trials to criterion 10 6 .o5 
Errors to criterion 10 5 not signi.t. 
Renee, the sehizophrenics. in the Reward group, compared 
with those in the Punishln.ent greup, took fewer trials to 
reaeh the criterion of learning in the ~ training aeries • 
Prediction lb: Th~ sehizophrenies.in the Reward group, 
compared with those in the Panishment 
group, will make significantly fewer 
errors before the criterion of learning 
·is reached in the training series. 
The :mean number of errors made dtn-ing the training 
series was 13.6 for schizop~enies in the Reward grottp and 
28.5 for schizophrenics in the Punishment group. (See 
Table 2.) On Wilson 1 a test, Xlf'"'showed the obtained differ-
ences f'or all :four groups to be significant at the .01 
level. (See Table 5 .•. ) 
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TABLE 5 
WILSON'S TEST OF SIGNIFIOANCE OF DIFFERENOE IN NUMBER 
OF ERRORS TO CRITERION MADE BY ALI. EXPER~AL AND 
. CONTROL GROUPS DURING THE TRAINING SERIES 
(' 
' ' !
SOURCE OF VARIATION CHI- df c SIGNIFICANCE 
' . ON NO. OF ERRORS SQUARE ' . LEVEL 
'· 
-
)(~')..-Groups 19.80 1 .01 
'21-C-a. -Conditions 1.62 1 .20 
XI"" -Interae t1 on: 1.61 1 .20 
GDop.ps X Conditions 
-xr"' -Total 23.03 3 • • • • • • • • • • • 
However, further analysis with the Ko~ogorov-Smirnov test 
revealed no significant difference between the schizophrenic 
Reward and :Pilllishm~nt gronps specifically. (See Tale 4.) 
Therefore, the prediction was not supported. 
Prediction lc: Schizophrenics in the Reward grou.p, compared 
with those in the Punishment grollp 1 will 
have a significantly shorter median response 
t~e in the training series. 
The median response t~e was 4.01 seconds for 
schizophrenics in the Reward group and 5.13 seconds for 
schizophrenics in tb.e .. Punishment gro1.1.p during the training 
series. ·(See Table 2.) None of Wilson's measures showed 
the differences obtained from any of the exper~ental or 




WILSON'S TEST OF Sl:GNIFICJUiOE OF DIFFERENCE IN MEDIAN 
RESPONSE TIMES OF ALL EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS DURING TEE TRAINING SERIES 
.. 
SOURCE OF VARIATION' CHI= df SIGNIFICANCE 
ON MDN. RESP. TIME SQ.UA.BE LEVEL 
'Xfl "~- Groa.ps .10 1 not signif'. 
xc:~-oonditions .89 1 not signif'. 
x.r"-Interaction: 2.51 1 .12 
Groa.ps X Oondit~ons 
XT~-Total 3.50 3 ••••••••••• 
Hence, tb.e median response ti:m.e for schiz-ophrenics in __ the 
Reward group was no shorter than that f'or schizopht-enics 
in the Panishment groo.p; the prediction was not so.pported. 
Prediction ~; The :schizophrenics i'n the Reward groo.p, 
compared with those in the Punishment group, 
will take fewer trials to reach the critel"-
ion of lea~ning in the test ser~es. 
i ; 
The mean nwnber of' trials required to reab..h the 
criterion of learning was 6.5:tor the schizophrenic Reward 
groo.p and 23.8 f'or the schizophrenic Pttnisbment group. 
(See Table 7.) Wilsonts test was used to analyze the dif'-
f'erence between all experimental and control groups. It 
1nd.i ca ted t ba. t the valo.e s of' ?(,..,and x.r'\. were significant at 
the .01 and .06 levels, ..reppectively. (See Table 8.) 
TABLE 7 
MEAN NUMBER OF TRIALS, ERRORS AND PERSEVEBATIVE RESPONSES 
AND MEDIAN RESPONSE TIME, IN SECONDS, OF SCHIZOP.BRENIC 
REWARD AND PUNISHMENT GROUP.S IN THE TEST SERIES 
GROUP MEAN MEAN MEAN PERSEV. :MDN. RESPONSE 
TRIALS ERRORS RESPONSES TIME IN SEC. 
Schiz. 
Reward 6.5 5.0 1.3 4·00 
Sehiz. 
Punish. 23.8 . 18.3 1.4 6.64 
Therefore, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was applied to detel'-
mine if there were a significant difference between the 
schizophrenic Reward and Punishment gro~ps specifically. 
This difference was .foand to be significant at the .01 
level. (See Table 9.) 
TABLE 8 
' . 
WILSON'S TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN NUMBER OF 
. TRULS TO. CRITERION. OF ALL EXP:mRD.IENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS DURING.TBE TEST SERIES 
~RRtELEF VARIATION CHI- Hf SIGNIFICANCE 
ON NO. OF TRIALS -N1 !-'EJ1mE LEVEL 
~A"\..-Groups . 10.10 l .01 
i( e ~ -oondi tion:s 20 1 not si~ni::r. ~z~-Interaetion: 3: 4 1 .o 
G~oups X Conditions 
;tr"'-Total 14.14 3 ............ 
----
TABLE 9 
ICOLMOGOROV-SMIBNOV ONE-TAILED TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REWARDED AND PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC 
GROUPS ON TRIALS TO CRITERION, ERRORS TO CRITERION . 
AND MEDIAN RESPONSE TIME IN THE TEST SERIES 
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VARIABLE NUMBER Kn SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 
Trials to criterion 10 7 .o1 
Errors to criterion 10 8 .01 
Md:n. response time 10 4 not signit. 
Therefore, the schizophrenics in the Reward group, compared 
with those in the Punishment group, took significantly 
f'ewer trials. to reach the e::ri terion of' learning in the test 
series. 
Prediction 2b: The schizophrenics in the Reward group, 
compared with those in the Punishment 
group, will make f'ewer errors bef'ore the 
criterion of learning is reached in the 
test series •. 
The mean nttmber of' errors made during the test 
serie.s was .5.0 f'or schizophrenics in the Reward group and 
18.3 f'or schizophrenics.in the Punishment group. (See 
Table 7.) On Wilson• s test·. of' all exp~rimental. and con-
trol. goups, l(fl_~andXX'l..were significant at the l02 and .05 
levels, respectively. (See Table 10.) 
TABLE 10 
WILSON'S TEST OF SIGNIFIGANCE OF DIFFEBENCE IN NuMBER OF 
ERRORS TO CRITERION MADE BY ALL :EOCPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS lURING TBE TEST SERIES 
SOURCE OF VARIATION CHI- SIGNIFICANCE 
ON NO~ OF ERRORS SQUARE dt' LEVEL 
XA"'-Groups _5.23 1 .02 
it c ""- Conai tiona .96 1 not signif. 
x.r"'-Interaction 3.78 1 •. 05 
Groups X Conditions 
'"t.T..,.-Total 9.97 3 ••••••••••• 
Farther analysis with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov one-tailed 
test showed the dlf'terence between the schizophrenic 
Reward and Punishment grollps to be significant beyond the 
.01 level. (See Table 9.) Therefore, schizophrenics in 
the Reward group, c.omparedwith those in the Punishment 
group, made .significantly fewer errors before the criterion 
of learning was reached in the test series. 
Prediction 2c: The schizophrenics in the Reward group, 
compared with those in the Punishment 
gronp, .will have a significantly shorter 
median respons.e time in the test ·aeries • 
. The me.dian response time was 4.00 for schizophrenics 
in the Reward group and 6.64 for schizophrenics in the Pan-
isbment groo.p daring the test series. (See Table 7.) On 
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Wilson • s test of all experimental and control groups, "X 11 'l-
was signif'icant at the .01 level. (See Table 11.) 
TABLE 11. 
WILSON'S TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE IN MEDiaN 
RESPONSE TIMES OF ALL EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL 
GROUPS DURING THE TEST SERIES 
SOURCE OF VARIATION CHI- df ·SIGNIFICANCE 
ON MDN. RSPNSE. TIME &QUARE LEVEL 
XR'J--Groups 8.12 1 .01 
X t ~-Condit ions .10 1 not signif'. 
z'l.-Interaction: 2.49 1 .12 
Groups X: Condi tiona 
·~f~-Total 10e71 3 ..... •· ...... 
However, further analysis with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test 
showed the differences between the schizophrenic Reward and 
Punishment groups to be non-significant. (See Table 9.) 
Thus, schizophrenics in the Reward group, compared with 
those in the Punishment group, did not have a signif'ica.ntly 
shorter response time. 
Prediction 2d: The schizophrenics in the Reward group, 
compared with those in the Punlsbment 
group, will make· significantly f'ewer 
perseverative responses. 
The mean number of' perseverative responses was 1.3 for 
schizophrenics in the Reward group and 1.4 for schizophrenics 
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in the Punishment group. (See Table 7.) None of Wilson's 
measures showed the differences obtained from any of the 
experimental and control to be statistically significant. 
(See Table 12.) 
TABLE 12 
WILSON'S TEST OF SIGN!FIGANGE OF DIFFERENCE IN NUMBER OF 
PERSEVERA TIVE RESPONSES OF ALL EXPERIMENTAL AND 
CONTROL GROUPS _. 
SOURCE OF VARIATION CHI- df SIGNIFICANCE 
ON PERSEV. :RESPONSES SQ.UARE LEVEL 
'X.II~-Gro11ps .90 l not signif. 
lC'~--Condi.ti.ons 2.51 l not sign.if. 
u--Interf!ction: • 10 l not signif • 
Gro11ps X Conditions 
'XT~Total 3.51 3 ••••••••••••• 
Therefore, schizophrenics in the Reward gro11p did not make 
significantly fewer perseverative responses than did schizo-
phrenics in the Punishment gro11p. 
Prediction 3: For the. control subjects trials to criterion, 
errors to criterion, median response t~e and 
number of perseverative responses will not·be 
significantly different in the Reward and 
P~isbment groups. 
(a) Trials to criterion d11ring training series: 
The mean nomber of trials required to reach the 
criterion of learning in the training series was 7•9 for 
the Control Reward gro~p and 2.8 for the Control P~ishment 
gronp. (See Table 13.) 
T!BLE 13 
MEAN NUMBER OF TRIALS AND ERRORS AND MEDIAN RESPONSE 
TIME, IN SECONDS, OF TEE CONTROL REWARD AND 
PUNISHME.NT GROUPS IN THE TRAINING SERIES 
GROUP lmAN MEAN MDN. RESPONSE 
TRIALS ERRORS TIME IN SEC. 
Bchiz. 
Reward 7.9 6.3 5.30 
Schiz. 
Punish. 2.8 2.6. 2.76 
~ . 
On Wilson's test, 'X f1 of the mean number of trials of all 
exper~enta.l and control gro~ps was significant at the .01 
level• (See Table 3.) However, farther analysis revealed 
that the val~e obtained was dne to differences between the 
schizophrenic, no_t 'the control, gro~ps. (See Table 4•) 
Therefore, there was not a. significant difference in the 
number of trials tteqaired to reach the criterion by the 
Control Reward and Control Punishment groups during the 
training series. 
· {b) Errors to criterion in the training series: 
Tb.e mean nwnber of el'l'Ors made d~ring the training 
series was 6.3 for the Control Reward gro~p and 2.6 for 
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the Control Punishment group. (See Table 13.) On Wilson's 
test, 'X"-for the mean number of errors of all experimental 
and control groups was significant at the .01 level. (See 
Table 5.)· Further analysis indicated that this figure 
reflected differences between the experimental, rather than 
the control, groups. Hence, during the training series, 
there was no significant difference in the namber of errors 
made by the Control Reward and Ptmisbment groups. 
(e) Median response time in the training series: 
The median response time in the training series 
was .5.30 seconds for the ContrQl Reward groap and 2.76 
seconds for the Control Punishment group. (See Table 13.) 
None of Wilson's measures of the median response times of 
all exper~ental and control groups revealed significant 
differences. (See Table 6.) Hence, there was not a sig-
nificant difference in the median response time of the 
Control Reward and Control Pnnishment groups daring the 
training series. 
(d) Trials to criterion in the test series: 
The mean namber of trials required to reach the 
criterion daring the test series was ,5.0 for the Control 
Reward group and 2.0 for the Control Punishment group. 
(See Tabl.e J.4.) 
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TABLE J.4 
MEAN NUMBER OF TRIALS, ERRORS AND PERSEVERATIVE RESPONSES 
AND MEDIAN RESPONSE TIME, IN SECONDS, OF CONTROL 
REWABD AND PUNISHMENT GROUPS IN THE TEST SERIES 
GROUP MEAN MEAN MEAN PERSEV. MDN. RESP. 
TRIALS ERRORS RESPONSES TIME IN SEC. 
Schiz. 
Reward 5.0 3.8 .9 3·55 
Schiz. 
Pa.nish. 2.0 1.3 
·4 1.80 -
'I. ~ On Wilson's test, 'Xf1 and ti were significant at the .01 and 
.06 levels, respectively. (See Table 8.) The data was 
further analyzed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. (See 
Table 15 • .) The difference between the Control Reward and 
Control Punishment groups was found to be significant at 
tne .05 level, indicating that the punished gronp took 
significantly fewer trials to reach the criterion of learn-
ing. (That it was the Punishment group which was superior 
was determined by inspecting the raw data. See Appendix 
I.) Ther~fore, there was a significant difference in the 
nwnber of trials taken to reach the criterion by the 
Control Reward and Control Punishment groups. 
_· ----~------ ---- ____ .:-:...::.~-- --
TABLE 15 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-TAILED TEST OF SIGNIFICANCE OF 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN REWARDED ANDfPUNISHED CONTROL 
GROUPS ON TRIALS TO CRITERION, ERRORS TO 
CRITERION AND MEDIAN RESPONSE TIJYJE IN 
THE TEST SERIES · 
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VARIABLE NUMBER Kn SIGNIFICANCE 
LEVEL 
Trials to criterion 10 6 .05 
Errors to criterion 10 6 .os 
Mdn •. response time 10 4 not signif. 
(e) Errors to criterion: 
During the teat aeries, the mean number of errors 
made 3.8 for the Control Reward group and 1.3 for the 
Control Punishment group. · (See Table 14.) · On Wilson • s 
test of the errors of all experimental and all control 
'1. " groups, "XR and lti were significant at the .02 and .05 
levels, respectively. (See Table 10.) The Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test was.applied; the differences between the 
rewarded and punished control groups were found to be sig-
nificant at the .05 level. (.See Table 1.5.) (The perform-
anee of the Punishment group was superior. See Appendix 
I.) Therefore, there was a significant difference in the 
number of errors made by the Control Reward and Control 
Punishment groups. 
{f) Median response time in the teat series: 
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During the test aeries, the median response time 
was 3.55 for the Control Reward group and 1.80 for the Con-
trol Punishment group. (See Table 14.) On Wilson's test of 
the median response times of all of the experimental and 
control groups, XR.,.was significant at the .01 level. (See 
Table 11.) However, upon further analysis with the 
Kolomogorov-Smir.nov test, it was found that the difference 
between the two control groups was not significant. (See 
Table 15.) Therefore, there was not a significant differ-
ence in the median response times of the Control Reward and 
Control .Punishments groups during the test series. 
(g) Number of perseverative responses:: 
The median number of perseverative responses was .9 
for the Control Reward group and .4 for the Control Punish-
ment group. On Wilson's teat, there were no significant 
differences found between the number of perseverative 
responses of any of' the experimental or control groups. 
(See Table 12.) Hence, the number of perseverative 
responses made by the Control Reward group was not signif-
icantly different than that made by the Control Punishment 
group. 
OTEER FINDINGS 
The differences between the performance of the 
control group as a whole and the schizophrenic group as a 
whole were analyzed, and. the findings compared with those 
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of previous investigators. This was done to test the 
val.idity of the experimental procedure. In several cases 
the differences between the schizephrenic and control 
groups were found to be statistically significant. (See 
Tables 3, 5, 8, 10 and 11.) These instances were as 
.follows: 
(1} Trials to criterion in training series .01 signi.fi-
cance level 
(2) Errors to criterion in training series .01 tt 
(3) Tl"ials to criterion in test series .01 tt 
(4J Errors to criterion in test series .02 tt 
(5) Median response time in test series .OJ. 1t 
All of these differences were in .favor of the control group 
and, therefore, correspond well with the findings of' other 
eXperiments. 
One other result.was obtained. The very poor per-
.for.mance of the Schizophrenic Ptlnisbment groa.p seemed, .from 
the raw data~ to be entirely respozisible for the significant 
differencesbetween tb.e schizophrenic and control groups 
cited in (3) and (4) above. It was noted that there was 
little difference between the Schizophrenic and Control 
Reward groups in the test series. The Ko1mogorov-Smirnov 
test was applied to determine if the difference between 
the two grollps was significant. (See Table 16.) It indi-
cated that there was not a significant difference between 
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the Schizophrenic and Control Reward gro~ps on trials and 
errors to criterion in the test series. That is, the 
better of the two schizophrenic groups, the Reward groap, 
perfoEmed about as well as the poorer of the two control 
groups, the Reward group. 
TABLE 16 
KOLMOGOROV-SMIRNOV TWO-TAILED TEST OF SlNNIFICANCE OF 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL REWARD 
GROUl'S ON TRIALS AND ERRORS TO CRITERION IN 
THE TEST SERIES 
VARIABLE NUMBER KD SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL 
Trials to criterion 10 3 not signifie. 
Errors to criterion 10 3 not signif. 
The ~plications of these resnlts will be considered in 
Chapter V. 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OF BESJLTS AND CONCLUSIONS: 
I. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
It was indicated in Chapter I that Richard Jenkins' 
theory of schizophrenia is one of the most challenging 
because of its widespread ~plications. Basic to Jenkins' 
theor.y is the ass~ption that schizophrenic symptomatology 
is occasioned and aggravated by frustration; and that it 
is ameliorated by reward. This paper has taken the position 
that Jenkins' hypotheses, and the implications thereo.f, are 
tenable and it has attempted to demonstrate this. 
Th~ findings of several experiments which shed 
light on the general area of inqu.iry have been shown to be·· 
conrlietual. There has as yet been no definitive d~onstra­
tion of the relative effects ot reward and punishment on 
schizophrenic behavior. A.second~ serious gap in our know-
ledge concerns the problem of' whether the effects of reward 
and p~isbment on schizophrenic performance are camulative 
and carry over to situations which are objectively neutral 
(i.e., non-rewarding and non-punishing). 
Predictions relevant to these problem areas were 
f'orma.lated on the basis of Jenkins' hypotheses. The impli-
cations of the exper~ental findings for the theory will be 
discussed in the light of the predictions. 
According to Jenkins, schizophrenic maladaptive 
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behavior shoald decrease under conditions o~ reward and 
increase under conditions o~ punishment. Hence, Prediction 
1 stated that in the training series schi~opbrenies in the 
rewarded as compared with those in the p~ished groap shoald 
take ~ewe~ trials and make ~ewer errors be~ore the criterion 
is reached, and have a shorter median response time. 
Resa.lts indicate that the reward group did take a signi~i­
eantly c.o5) larger nrunber 0~ trials to learn the task; 
bo..t did not make a sign~ican·tly larger number of errors or 
have a shorter median response time in the training series. 
The data showed that the trends (at the .20 level on errors 
to criterion and at the .12 level on median response time) 
were in the predicted direction. Hence, the measure o~ 
trials to criterion supports the prediction; and the other 
data, which are equivocal, neither snpport nor refnte it. 
Prediction tt stated that. the e . ff'ects of variables 
induced in the .training. series would carry over to the test 
series, so that schizop~enics. in the rewarded as compared 
with those in the pa.nished groap wonld take fewer trials 
and make fewer errors before the criterion of learning was 
reached, .have a shorter median response time and give ~ewer 
perseverative responses. Exper~ental results showed that 
the prediction was supported at the .01 level of confidence 
for trials and errors to criterion. This lends strong snp-
port .for.two of Jenkins' hypotheses: the explicit statement 
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eoneer.ning the role o~ reward and pnaishment in, respectively, 
decreasing and increasing maladaptive behavior; and the ~pli­
cit assumption that the effects of these variables are cam~­
lative and carry over to sitnations which are obJjeetively 
nentral. This last is particularly interesting in view of 
the fact that only a trend, but no significant difference, 
was found on the measure of e~ors to criterion in the train-
ing series. Despite the tact that in the test series both 
groups were treated identically, the p~ished group not only 
continued to take a greater nmnber of trials to reach the 
criterion, as it had previously, but it also made a signif-
icantly greater number of errors - more, in fact, than it 
did when it was actually being punished. It seems likely, 
therefore, that the effects o.f the pnaishment were in some 
way "added11 to previous fail~e experiences and carried over 
to the objectively non-punishing situation. 
In the test, as in the training, series the measure 
of median response time rev.ealed only a trend in the pre-
dicted direction. Whether a trend of the same magnitude 
(twelve per cent leiel) in both training and test series 
indicates that the. diffePence is real and reliable one, 
ota whether it is merely. coincidental could not be ascer-
tained without ~arther experimentation. However, response 
time can be affected by a wide variety o.f variables (e.g. 
fatigne, stimulus or response set, motivation, presence o.f 
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distracting stimuli, etc.) so that it is quite possible 
that any or all of these could have been-acting unequally 
on dif£erent subjects and thus ·canceled out the effects of 
the reward and punishment. 
No significant difference, or even a trend in any 
direction~ was noted in the nwmber of perseverative 
responses made by the rewarded and punished schizophrenic 
groups. In fact~ very little perseveration occurred in 
either group. This is surprising in view of the fact that 
perseveration has been seen so frequently in schizophrenics' 
performance of experimental tasks. One possible explanation 
of its relative absence is the usage of the term in this 
study. As pointed out in Chapter II~ perseveration is 
defined here as the occurrence in the test series of a 
response which would have been eor~ect ~ the training 
series. This is a rather narrow and specialized definition 
which has little in common with the usual meaning of the 
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word• Thus, perseveration in 1 ts u.snal sense may actually 
have been oecW?ring, but was not measured. A replication 
of the experiment, employing a different measure of perse-
veration, would have to be done to determine the adequacy 
of this explanation. 
59Ferseveration is usually defined as the "continued 
repetition of any response. 11 See F. E.uch~ Psyeholo~ and 
~ (New York: Scott Foresman and Co., 1948), p. 5 • 
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Prediction tbree.stated that for the control 
su.bj eets trials to criterion, errors to criterion, median 
response time, and nnmber of perseverative responses wo~ld 
not be significantly different in the rewarded and punished 
groups. Jenkins' theory is u.nelear in its implication for 
non-psychoti~ groups. Presllmably, .normal sl;l.bjects, not 
sensitized by previous excessive frustration, should be 
able to maintain adaptive efforts ander punishment as well 
as under reward, so long as the pnnisbment does not exceed 
their frustration tolerance. The data on the training 
series supports the prediction. In the test series, how-
ever, there were significant differences (five per cent 
level} on the measures o.f trials and errors to criterion. 
This tends to emphasize again the likelihood that the 
ef.feets of reward and punishment do accumulate and eaxwry 
over to, and affect behavior in, other situations. It 
indicates, also, that this is probably true for non-
psychotics as well as .for schizophrenics. Tb..is resul.t is 
interesting .for another reason, however. It was discov-
ered, by inspecting the raw data, that it was the. per.fonm-
ance o.f the punished, not the rewarded, control group that 
was superior. This is the reverse o-r what was noted for 
schizophrenic subjects. The findings o-r Mandler and 
Sarason may be relevant in this regard. It will be 
remembered (see Chapter I) that their results may be 
j_nterpreted as 1ndj_cating that a littl.e anxiety can stimu.J.ate 
a s~bject to improve, but that too much anxiety can be dis-
organizing and interfere with effective task performance. 
It is possible tb$.t the anxiety engendered by p~ishment in 
this experiment was just enough to increase the motivati.on 
of the non-psychotics, but was sufficient to be disorganiz-
i~ to the achoziphrenics, who have a lower frustration 
tolerance. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
With regarQ. to the impact of these experimental 
findings on Jenkins' theory ot schizophrenia, it can be 
said that the results as a whole are consistent with the 
hypotheses. tt appears that reward and po.nisbment do result 
in perfor.mance inc~ements and decrements, respectively, and 
that these effects on~;sehizophrenic behavior are cwnulative 
and carry over to objecttvely netltral sitt18.tions. 
The eqtlivocal data on measures of median response 
time and nlllllber of perseverative errors does not seem sa.f-
ficient to warrant conelllding that the theory is invaJ.id, 
and the oth~ data unrel.iable. Possible explanations for 
these findings have already been presented. (See discus-
sion above.) 
Control group data is not strietly relevant to 
Jenkins' theory. They indicated that results on the test 
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series we~t counter to the predictions in that the panished 
groap took significantly fewer trials and made significantly 
fewer errors than d.id the reward groap. This can be inter-
preted as being dae to the motivating value of the anxiety 
engendered by punishment. 
III. IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
An area which warrants carefal scratiny is that of 
the interpersonal situation as a determinant of the schizo-
phrenic t s response to reward and punishment. In this stady 
the experimenter was female and the sabjects were male. 
Would the effect of reward or punishment be the same if the 
experimenter were male; introduced as a doctor, aide, etc.? 
Is punishment accepted better from a peer or a superior? 
Differences along these continua may be important to con-
sider when selecting personnel for work with patients. 
We do not know if reward is more potent in improving 
schizophrenicst performance than punishment is in impairing 
it. The results of this experiment indicate that tbese two 
variables exert opposite effects. Knowledge of their rela-
tive power would be of value in planning patients• treatment 
programs. 
One may also ask how long these effects of experi-
mentally indaced reward and punishment will persist. Further 
"test seriesn repeated at intervals coald be used to obtain 
this infor.mation which might be of use in patient management. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUlY.IMARY 
A revi~W of the ~iterature revealed that many 
psychogenic theories stress the role of frustration in pre-
cipitating and aggravating schizophrenic sympto.mato~ogy. 
It was noted that Rieba.rd Jenkins'· theory is one of the 
most explicitly stated and completely developed example of 
this school of thought. Jenkins hypGthesizes that schizo• 
pbrenia is a progressive maladaptation occasioned by fru.s-
tl?ation beyond the tolerance of the individual. He 
believes that a schizophrenic illness of the personality 
begins when the individual's capacity to sustain adaptive 
efforts breaks down in the face of frttstration. The non-
adaptive behavior which follows typically results in 
farther frustration which is, in tu.rn, responsible for 
even more non-adaptive behavior. HOwever, Jenkins states 
that the process can be reversed, and that a greater 
degree of adaptiveness is necessary to result in a reces-
sion of the frastrated behavior. He believes that the 
central element in recovery is the experiencing of satis• 
faction f'rom some area of' adaptive behavior; and he thinks 
that the reversal of the process .can begin in almost any 
area of activity. 
It was noted tb.at adequ.ate testing of' this theory 
is extremely important since, if' it is correct, it not 
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only provides insight into the etiology and progression of 
schizophrenic disorders, b~t·bas ~portant tmplications 
for their treatment, as well. 
In a review of the experimental litet-atu.re it waS' 
pointed oat that the resu.lts of stu.dies on the effects of 
Peward and punishment on schizophrenic behavior yield 
res~lts which are highly contlictnal. The work of some 
investigators lend credence to the theory; the work of 
others presents results completely inconsistent with its 
hypotheses. The dearth of exper~ental evidence concern-
ing the 'cumulative and generalizable effects of reward and 
punishment on schizophr.enic performance was also emphasizecl. 
The pu.rpose of this stc.dy is to test Jel'lkins• theory as it 
applies to these two problem areas. 
On the basis of the theory being tested, three 
.asscmptions were derived: (1) Schizophrenic behavior is 
at least to some extent the result of frustration. (Frt:~.s­
tration is defined as the presence of unresolved tension.) 
(2) That which increases frustration will increase the 
schizopbrenie 1 s maladaptive behavior. Punishment increases 
frc.stration. The effects of this are ewnulative: the 
greater the amount of punishment, the greater the amo~t 
of maladaptive behavior; and this will carry over to situa-
tions which are not objectively npllnisbing.u (3) That 
which decreases frustration will decrease the schizophrenic's 
- .---:--=-----------·-----~----· -· ~.......,.:._~.........=;.-::::...-=-~:::. 
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maladaptive behavior. Reward decreases frustration. The 
effects of this are cumulative: the greater the amount of 
reward, the less the amount of maladaptive behavior; and 
this will carry over into situations which are not object-
ively 11rewarding.» 
On the basis of these assumptions and a design in 
which rewarded and punished schizophrenic and nor.mal sub-
jects were required to perform. a concept-formation task, 
the following predictions were made: 
1. Schizophrenics in the rewarded group, as compared 
with those in the punished group will 
(a) take fewer trials to reach the criterion 
of learning in the training series; 
(b) make fewer errors in the training series, 
(c) have ~ shorter median response time in the 
training series. 
2. The effects of the variables indaced in the train-
ing series will carry over to the test series, so 
that $Chizophrenics in the rewarded group, as com-
pared with those in the punished group, will 
(a) take .fewer trials to reach the criterion 
o.f learning, 
(b) make fewer errors before the criterion o.f 
learning is reached, 
(c) have a shorter median response time, 
(d} give fewer perseverative responses. 
3. For the control s~bjects trials to criterion, 
errors to criterion, median response t~e and 
number of perseverative responses will not be 
significantly different in the rewarded and 
pt.mished gro ~ps. 
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The s~bjeets employed in the experfment consisted of 
twenty hospitalized male schizophrenics, subdivided into a 
rewarded and panished gro~p; and twenty male psychiatric 
aides, also subdivided into a rewarded and punished group. 
The :follr groups were equated overall :for age, I.Q., and 
educational level. The two schizophrenic groups were also 
equated for range and distribution of rating on the Bedford 
Clinical Rating Scale. 
The experimental task utilized consisted o:f a modi-
fication of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test. The fou.r 
stim.u.l.us cards were affixed to a masonite screen behind 
which the experimenter remained tbl"oughout the procedure. 
Response cards were exposed through a slot in the screen. 
The subject was instructed to match the response card with 
the stimnlus ca:rd with whi6h he thottght it belonged, and to 
indicate his choice by depressing the lever a.nder the appro-
priate st1mulu.s ca:rd. 'When sub jeets in the reward gro~p 
made the correct sel.ection, a sign reading nRIGHTu was 
illuminated. When they were inco:rrect, nothing happened; 
the· next card was presented. When subjects in the punished 
group made an incorrect selection, a sign J?eading "WRONG" 
was illuminated. When they were correct, nothing happened; 
the next card was presented. The concept on the basis of 
which subjects had to learn to match was that of an eq~al 
number of objects on both stimulus and response cards. 
When the criterion of five consecutively correct responses 
was reached, the training series was considered completed. 
Subjects wel"e then instructed to find a new way to match 
the cards. The previous procedure was repeated except that 
the "RIGET" sign was illuminated for correet and the 0 W'RONG0 
sign for incorrect responses for subjects in both the reward 
and panish groups. The new matching concept was that of 
14entical color of objects on the stim~us and response 
cards. When the criterion of five consecutively correct 
responses was reached, the test series and the exper~ent 
was over. 
Scores obtained for each so.bjeet consisted of 
number of trials and errors to criterion and response time 
in the training and test series. In the test series only, 
the nttmber of perseverative errors was also recorded. 
(A perseverative error was defined as a response in the 
test series which wou.ld have been correct in the· training 
series.) 
The first prediction stated that the schizophrenic 
rewarded as compared with tbe punished group would take 
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fewer trials to reach the criterion, make fewer errors 
before the criterion was reached and have a shorter median 
response time in the training series. The results of 
Wilson 1 s test, further analyzed with the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov two-sample test indicated that for number of 
trials to criterion the null hypothesis could be rejected 
at the .05 level, thus supporting the prediction. How-
ever, similar statistical analyses on number of errors to 
criterion and median response time showed that the differ-
ences between the two groups, although in the predicted 
direction, were insignificant. (The trends reached only 
the .29 and .12 levels, respectively.) 
The second prediction stated that the schizophrenics 
in the rewarded compared with those in the punished group 
would take fewer trials to criterion, make fewer errors to 
criterion, have a shorter median response time and make 
fewer perseverative errors in the test series. .Results of' 
Wilson's test further analyzed with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
two-sample test indicate that for number of' trials and 
errors to criterion differences between the two groups 
were significant at the .01 level, thus supporting part o:f 
the ~rediction. However, analyses of measures of median 
.J.~(~ (~ .~j 
response time and number of' pe~severative errors showed no 
significant dif~e~enees. 
Prediction three stated that for control subjects 
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trials to eri terion, erl'ors to criterion, median l'esponse 
time and number of perseverative l'esponses would not be 
significantly different in the rewarded and punished groups. 
Statistical analysis with Wilson's test and the Ko~ogorov­
Smirnov two-sample ·test indicated that the prediction was 
so.pported in all bu.t two cases. Measures of trials to 
criterion and errors to criterion in the test series were 
shown to be significantly different at the .05 level. The 
per.f'o.azmance of the punished groo.p was su.periol'. 
It was conelu.ded that on the basis of the results 
of this experiment the likelihood of the accuracy of 
Jenkins' hypotheses has been increased. Despite inconclu-
sive findings on meascres of median response time and 
numbel' of perseverative errors, it appears that punishment 
~creases and l'eward decreases the schizophrenics' malad-
aptive behavior; and that these effects carry over into 
situations which are objectively neo.tral. 
Implications for further research were discassed. 
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SUBJECT RA.TING YEARS OF 
HOS.P. 
REWARDED SUBJECTS 
1 53 5 
2 . 417 1 
3 352 5 
~ 115 11 213 10 6 159 9 
7 96 14 
8 403 12 
9. 145 14 
10 3.51 14 
PUNISHED SUBJECTS 
11 256 6 
12 327 11 
13 116 3 
~ 409 1.5 62 5 16 286 1.5 
17 41 12 
18 337 3 19 107 4 20 287 14. 
AFPENDIX B 
SPECIMEN COPY OF TEE BEDFORD CLINICAL RATING SCALE 
---· -----------~~ 
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BEDFORD CLINICAL RATING SCALE 
INSTRtJ CTIONS: NAME~------------------------------
In rating a pa:tient, consider his behavior :for only the past 
three months. Try to rate the patient as well as you can on 
every item. 
Frequently means that the patient has displayed a certain 
behavior pretty consistently during the past month. 
Occasional!x_ means that he has displayed a certain behavior 
at least once, but neither consistently nor regularly. 
Never means that he has never displayed certain behavior 
during the past month. 
1) He soils himself, is untidy, 
spills :food and general 
dirtiness. 
2) He must be reminded to keep 
his :fly buttoned. 
3) Wears shirts open, or pants 
hanging, exposing chest or 
other parts usually covered. 
4) He insists on wearing only his 
own clothing. 
5) He shows intense dislike or :fear 
for physical contact with other 
p~ople. (He dislikes shaking 
hands, being touched, etc.) 
·~ 
6) When someone speaks to him, he 
fails to answer or respond at all. 
7) When some one speaks to him he 
responds with bodily movements. 
8) He abuses ground privileges 
when they are given necessita-
ting a withdrawal of' privileges. 
9) He makes his own bed, if' he is 
supposed to do so. 




10) Pa~ient teases or picks on 
other patients. 
11) He partiBapates or appears to 
enjoy Ward parties. 
12) He seems to enjoy reading news-
papers, magazines, comic books, 
regular books. 
----. 
13) He seems to enjoy listening to 
the radio or T.V. or watching 
ward movies. 
14) Patient can handle privileges. 
15) Patient requests privileges. 
-
16) While on privileges, patient is 
very conscientious about report-
ing to the ward on time. 
17) While on privileges, patient 
adheres to all rules. 
18) When offered privileges, patient 
will readily accept them. 
19) While on privileges, patient 
continues to participate in work 
assignments regularly. 
20) While on privileges, patient par-
ticipates in of£-ward recreational 
activities, such as movies and 
dances. 
21) While on privileges, patient 
keeps himself in neat 
appearance. 
22) While -on privileges, patient 
keeps entirely to himself. 
23) Patient spends money mostly 
for incidentals. 
24) Patient uses money prim.aril.y for 
buying himself clothing. 
25) Patient uses money primarily for 
himself. 
26) Patient uses money for buying 
himself reading material such as 
newspapers and periodicals. 
27) Patient participates in off-ward 
o.T. Shops. 
28) Patient participates in off-ward 
entertainment. 
29) Patient uses the main library. 
30) Patient goes to dances. 
31) Patient accepts off-ward 
industrial assignments. 
32) Patient writes purposeful 
letters to family or friends. 
33) Patient comments appropriately 
on daily news. 
34) Patient discusses a wide variety 
of news events. 
35) Patient requests passes by 
himself. 
36) Patient requests passes to be 
with relatives. 
37) While on pass patient needs 
close supervision. 
38) Patient keeps within the money 
allotted when he goes on pass. 
39) Pati~nt makes plans how to use 






40) Patient keeps himself neat and 
tidy while on pass. 
-
41) Patient is interested in n~s-
papers and news over radio. 
42) Patient can handle the use of 
telephone. 
43) Patient ean handle passes ot 
one day. 
44) Patient can handle overnight 
passes. 
45) Patient can handle :fS. sses ot a 
week or more. 
-
46) Patient goes to nearby places. 
47) Patient buys his own clothing. 
48) Patient looks attar his own 
health while on pass. 
49) Patient follows sports e.vents 
with high interest. 
50) While on pass, patient helps at 
home with household duties. 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, SIJM OF SQUARES, DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 
MEAN SQUARE AND F-RATIO FJOR AGE, EDUCATION AND 














































*In no case does the F-ratio approach the five per 
cent level of significance. 
APPENDIX D 
AGE, EDUCATION AND INTELLIGENCE OF 
REWARDED AND PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL. 
GROUPS 
=~-~--· -~·-·· ··~--···-------- ------~--------~--
AGE,· EDUCATION AND INTELLIGENCE SCORES OF REWARDED AND 
PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC GROUPS 
SUBJECT AGE EDUCATION (IN YEARS) 
INTELLIGENCE 
SCORE* 
SCHIZOPHRENIC REWARD GROUP 
1 3'r 8 114 
2 29 9 117 
3 23 8 81 
~ 39 11 89 36 12 99 
6 33 10 120 
7 42 12 ~~ 8 33 11 
9 35 11 117 
10 37 13 102 
SCHIZOPHRENIC PUNISHED GROUP 
11 31 8 97 
12 49 8 102 
13 25 12 116 
14 38 10 104 15 39 11 
. ~i 16 37 12 
17 40 9 120 
18 37 9 109 
19 24 12.5 85 
20 37 9 90 
.;Hntelligence score is based on four subtests of the 
Wechsler-Bellevrie Adult Intelligence Scale, For.m I: 




DISCUSSION OF WILSON'S TEST 
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WILSON'S TEST 
Since Wilson's test has only recently been developed~ 
a brief statement abo~t it is in order. Wilson's test was 
~sed in this study to analyze the significance of the differ-
ences between the ncrmber of trials to criterion, errors to 
criterion, median response t~e and nwmber of perseverative 
responses of the four groups. This techniq~e is employed to 
teat two factor analysis of variance hypotheses when~ as in 
this experiment, the assttmption of normally distrib~ted data 
cannot be justified.. The teat yields a 'XT~, total chi-
square, which bas (rc-1) degree of freedom; a /!R'loo, row 
effects chi-square, which has (r-1) degrees of freedom; a 
l(.t-a., column effect& o-bi-square, which bas (c-1} degree o:f 
freedom; and a 'XI"'-, interaction effects chi-square, which 
bas (r-l)(c-1) degrees o:f freedom. In this experiment,x~~ 
cuts across experimental and control groups and gives a 
measure of' the difference between both rewarded and both 
p~ished groups. xe~ cuts across the experimental treat-
ments and gives a measure of' the differences between the 
nor.mal group taken as a whole and the schizophrenic group 
taken as a whole. xr-.... measures the interaction of' all of 
the variables. 
Where significant chi-square values were obtained~ 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test was used to determine 
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NUMBER OF TRIALS REQ,UIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY REWARDED AND 
PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC SUBJECTS DURING TEE 
TRAINING SERIES • 
TRULS ERRORS 
REWARDED SCHIZOPHRENICS 
1 27 21 
2 13 10 
3 24 19 
~ 0 0 11 10 
6 14 13 
7 ~i 20 8 23 
9 13 12 
10 10 8 
PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENICS 
11 16 12 
12 23 20 
13 4 3 
14 63 39 
15 57 45 
16 tt~ 34 17 39 
18 19 17 
19 61 50 
20 33 26 
APPENDIX G 
NUNBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY REWARDED 
AND PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC 3JBJECTS DURING THE 
TEST SERIES 
NUMBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY 
REWARDED AND PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC 




































































NUMBER OF TRIALS REQ,UIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY REWARDED 
AND PUNISHED CONTROL SUBJECTS DURING TEE TRAINING 
SERIES 
NUMBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY 
REWARDED AND PUNISBED CONTROL SUBJECTS 
DURING THE TBAINING SERIES 
SUBJECT TRIALS ERRORS 
REWARDED CONTROLS 
21 i i 22 
23 7 6 
24 9 7 25 18 12 
26 10 9 
27 3 1 
28 0 0 
29 1 1 
30 19 15 
PUNISHED CONTROLS 
31 3 2 
32 1 1 
33 7' 7 
34 5 5 
35 3 2 36 2 2 
37 3 3 38 1 1 
39 2 2 
40 1 1 
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APPENDIX I 
NUMBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED AND ERRORS MADE BY REWARDED 
AND PUNISHED CONTROL SUBJECTS DURING TEE TEST 
SERIES 
NUMBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED AND ERRORS 
MADE BY REWARDED AND PUNISHED 




21 8 5 
22 0 0 
23 9 7 
24 ~ 4 25 4 26 5 
27 5 3 
28 3 2 
29 4 4 
30 7 4 
PUNISHED CONTROLS 
31 2 1 
32 1 1 
33 3 1 
~~ 0 0 0 0 
36 9 5 
37 1 1 
38 0 0 
39 4 4 
40 0 0 
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APPENDIX J 
MEDIAN BESPONSE TIME, TO THE NEAREST HUNDREDTH OF A SECOND, 
FOR SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL SUBJECTS IN THE TRAINING 
AND TEST SERIES 
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MEDIAN RESPONSE TIME, TO THE NEAREST HUNDREDTH OF A SECOND, 
OF SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL SUBJECTS IN THE 
TRAINING SERIES 
SUBJECT TIME SUBJECT TIME ;~ 
REWARDED SCHIZS. REWARDED CONTROLS 
1 5.69 21 4.21 
2 3·49 22 9.06 
3 4·.53 23 12.02 
4· 4·90 ~ 5.19 5 _5.64 5·42 6 3.21 26 11.76 
7 2.46 27 1.22 8 2.75 28 2.22 
9 2.59 29 1.81 
10 9.21 30 7.25 
PUNISHED SCHIZS. PUNISHED CONTROLS 
11 5·.5o 31 2~46 
12 4·15 32 2·44 13 4·84 33 6~31 
14 3.8~ §~ 4·32 1.5 11.6. 4.68 
16 5.~2 36 3.01 17 2. 3 37 1.23 
18 2.87 38 2.90 
19 9.~4 39 2.63 20 5. 7 40 1.09 
MEDIAN RESPONSE TD.E, TO THE NEAREST ONE HUNDREDTH OF A 
SECOND, OF SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL SUBJECTS IN TEE 
TEST SERIES· 
SUBJECT TIME SUBJECT TIME 
REWARDED SCHIZS. REWARDED CONTROLS 
1 5.68 21 7.24 
2 4·03 22 3.40 
3 ,3.16 23 14.97 
4 6.01 24 ,3.96 
5 2.00 25 .3·71 6 2.07 26 2.59 
7 4·52 27 3·15 8 3·97 28 1.79 
9 .3·60 29 2.46 
10 5.61 .30 2.0.3 
PUNISHED SCHIZS. PUNISHED CONTROLS 
-
11 5.64 31 2.03 
12 5.03 32 1.17 
13 10.35 3.3 2.97 
·14 11.2.3 ~~ 4-56 15 9·46 4.05 16 4·32 .36 1.4.3 
17 .3·49 37 1.39 18 5.46 38 1.58 
19 21.02 39 1.53 
20 7·63 40 2.52 
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APPENDIX K 
NUMBER OF PERSEVERATIVE RESPONSES MADE BY REWARDED 
AND PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL 
SUBJECTS 
.. 
NUMBER OF PERSEVERATIVE RESPONSES MADE BY REWARDED AND 
PUNISHED SCHIZOPHRENIC AND CONTROL SUBJECTS 
SUBJECT PERSEV. SUBJECT PERSEV. 
RESPONSES RESPONSES 
REWARDED SCHIZS. REWARDED CONTROLS 
1 0 21 2 
2 2 22 0 
3 0 23 1 
~ 0 24 - 0 1 25 l 
6 2 26 l 
7 3 27 3 
8 l 28 0 
9 2 29 l 
10 2 30 0 
PUNISHED SCHIZS. PUNISHED CONTROLS 
11 2 31 l 
12 4 32 0 
1.3 3 33 0 
14 0 34 0 
15 0 35 0 
16 0 36 0 
17 2 37 0 
18 0 38 1 
19 3 39 0 
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ABSTRACT 
According to Je.nkins 1 theory, schizpphrenia is 
occasioned by ;t':t'ustr~tion which e.xceeds the individu~~'s 
tolerance. Once initiated, the.sohizopbrenic•s mal~dap~ive 
behavior.results in further fnu..st.ratiqn which leads to even 
m0re maladaptive behavior and is thus responsible for the 
regressive process of schize>-pb.renic d1sorganization4 
Jenkins states that the process is revers~ble: Rewarq can 
bring about. a recession of the s~toms • 
The results of existing studies of the effects o~ 
reward and punishment on. schizophrenic behavior are c~n­
flictual. The present experiment is an attempt to test 
Jenkins• theory as it applies to this problem. 
TbPee hypotheses were deriv~d from the theory: 
(1) Schizophrenic behavior is to some extent the result of 
frustration. (2) That whieh increases frustration will 
increase schizophrenics' maladaptive.behavior. Punishment 
inereases frastration. The effects of this are camulative 
and carry ever to situations which are not objectively 
"punishing." (3) That which deorea~es.frustration will 
deerease schizophrenics' maladaptive behavior. The effects 
e:f tlais are ewnu.lative and carry over to situations whieh 
are not obj actively ttrewa:rding. n 
Twenty hospitalized schizophrenics, subdivided ~nto 
Reward and :Pu.nisbm.en.t grou.ps 1 and twenty aides, similarly 
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subdivided, were used in the study. Subjects were given a 
modified form of the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, which 
requires concept-formation. When subjects in the Reward 
group gave a correct response, a sign reading 11 RIGHT 11 was 
illuminated. When they were incorrect, nothing happened. 
When subjects in the Punishment group gave an incorrect 
response, a sign reading "WRONG" was illuminated. When 
they were correct, nothing happened. After five consecu-
tively correct responses, this training series was termin-
ated. Subjects were then required to learn a new concept. 
The procedure changed in that the nRIGHT 11 sign was illumin-
ated for correct, and the nwRONG" sign for incorrect, 
responses for both the Reward and Punishment groups. When 
the criterion of learning was reached, the test series was 
terminated. 
Results were generally positive. The first predic-
tion stated that the Schizophrenic Reward group, compared 
with the Punishment group, would take fewer trials to reach 
the criterion, make fewer errors, and have a shorter median 
response time in the training series. Statistical analysis 
indicated that the prediction was supported with respect to 
number of trials to criterion. Differences in number of 
errors and median response time were not significant. 
The second prediction stated that the Schizophrenic 
Reward group, compared with the Punishment group, would take 
fewer trials to reach the criterion, make fewer errors, have 
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a shorter median response time and give fewer perseverative 
responses in the test series. Statistical analysis indica-
ted that the prediction was supported with respect to number 
of trials and errors to criterion. Differences in median 
response time and number or perseverative responses were not 
significant. 
Prediction three stated that for control subjects 
trials to criterion, errors made, median response time and 
perseverative responses would not be significantly dirferent 
in the Reward and Punishment groups. Statistical analyses 
indicated that the prediction was supported in all but two 
cases: The perfor.mance of the Control Punishment group was 
superior to that of the Reward group. Thus, punishment 
exerted opposite effects on the performance of the normals 
and schizophrenics. 
Comparison of the poorer control group with the 
better schizophrenic group indicated that the control 
group's performance was consistently superior throughout 
the training series. There was no significant difference 
between the two groups in n~ber of trials and errors during 
the test series. 
It was concluded that Jenkins' hypotheses are tenable. 
It appears that punishment increases and reward decreases 
schizophrenics' maladaptive behavior; and that these effects 
carry over into situations which are objectively nneutral.n 
Implications for further research were discussed. 
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